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COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

Introduction to Screenprinting will be a hands-on art adventure with the Living Proof Print Collective! 
This course is an exploration of the histories and techniques of screenprinting with an emphasis on 
practical applications of the knowledge. Lessons on elements of design will shape and inform the 
individual projects that each student will complete by the end of the session. We will go over the basics 
of screenprinting, including a brief history and examples of different screenprints. Students will explore 
the process of laying down emulsion, exposing the screen, and, of course, making prints. The 
expectation is that all students will be able to apply the lessons from this short to future projects and 
creative learning. 

REQUIRED TEXTS

None, but instructors will provide supplemental material relevant to the course.

GENERAL CLASSROOM NOTES

As a courtesy to your classmates, please turn off ringers on cellphones. No texting! 
Treat others as you want to be treated. The workshop nature of the class isn't an invitation to put-down 
people or ideas. We want to create an environment where all are welcome to share.



GENERAL SCHEDULE: 

I. Tuesday June 21
Introduction to course, syllabus. Name games. First chance to print. Talk about 
themes. 

II. Wednesday June 22 – Computer lab
Print history slideshow, look at books/ prints for examples, elements of design, 
what looks good on a print.

III. Thursday June 23
Practice registering for multiple colors and other printing techniques on prints 
from first day. 

IV. Friday June 24
Workshopping ideas for final projects.

V. Monday June 27 – Computer lab
Preparing images to be made into screens.

VI. Tuesday June 28
Split up screens. Scoop coat screens to prepare for exposure. Demonstrate 
exposure process.

VII. Wednesday June 29
Printing.

VIII. Thursday June 30
Printing and final presentations.


